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s = 14 TeV
L = 1034cm−2s−1
Initially:√
s = 10 TeV,
much smaller luminosity
Results in this talk are from
14 TeV simulations
See plenary talks
on LHC, ATLAS, CMS
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All subdetectors in play
Vital tool to validate detector
performance
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From Tevatron to the LHC
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• V − A structure
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Re-discovering top
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With 10pb−1 (CMS note TOP-08-005-pas):
• Tight muon pT > 30 GeV, |η| < 2.1
• Leading jet ET > 65 GeV
• 4 jets ET > 40 GeV
• No b-tagging
• Not even /ET !
=⇒ 128 signal+ 90 background events
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Dilepton channel
Event Selection
• 2 leptons (ee, eµ, µµ)
• For ee, µµ
• veto Z
• /ET > 35 GeV
• angular cuts on /ET
Fit /ET vs N(jets) templates
tt njets
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ATLAS Preliminary
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∆σ/σ = (4(stat)± 4(sys) ± 2(pdf)± 5(lumi))%
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Top as a tool
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B-tag calibration
Premise: t t¯ event =⇒ 2 b jets
Count l + jets t t¯ with 1, 2, 3
b-tags
ATLAS, 100pb−1:
ǫb : ± 2.7% (stat)± 3.4% (sys)
for jet ET > 30 GeV at εb = 0.6
Enriched b jet sample with
likelihood
• Allows to study εb vs ET , η
• Extra input: εc
CMS, 1fb−1:
ǫb : ± 6% (sys+stat) (barrel)
ǫb : ± 10% (sys+stat) (endcap)
(All % numbers are relative to εb)
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Light jet scale calibration
• 1 lepton, pT > 20 GeV
• /ET > 20 GeV
• Num jets ≥ 4
• Exactly 2 b-jets
jet-jet mass (GeV)
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Physics with top
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Top mass
Motivation
• A basic SM parameter
• Quadratic contribution to
EW loops
• Higgs mass











• J/ψ ←− new at the LHC
(Reduced JES dependence)
Good measurements already at Tevatron.
Became systematics limited.
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Top mass in lepton+jets channel
Event Selection
• 1 isolated lepton |η| < 2.5
• /ET > 20 GeV
• At least 4 jets ET > 40 GeV
• Exactly 2 b-jets
Geometric reconstruction
• W candidate: min∆R(jj),
cut |M(jj) −MW | < 2σMW
• t candidate: min∆R(Whad, b-jet)
Extra cuts
• M(Whad, leptonic b-jet ) > 200 GeV
• M(lepton, leptonic b-jet ) < 160 GeV
C1
] [GeVjjM
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Top mass in lepton+jets result
• Simple, cut based, reconstruction!
• 1fb−1 fit result (input mt = 175 GeV)
mt = 174.6± 0.5(stat)± 0.7/%(b-JES)± 0.2/%(JES)
± 0.4(ISR/FSR)± 0.1(b fragmentation) GeV
• Expect 1% precision on JES, somewhat worse on b-JES
• Top mass precision 1–3.5 GeV with 1fb−1 assuming b jet
calibration to 1–5%
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σt ≈ 250 pb, σs ≈ 11 pb
Handles on new physics
σWt ≈ 66 pb
|Vtb| measurement not
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Single top in practice: difficult backgrounds
 (GeV)TP










































method S/B L xsec precision
t-chan cuts 0.37 1fb−1 ± 5%± 45%
t-chan BDT 1.3 1fb−1 ± 6%± 22%
Wt BDT 0.35 10fb−1 ± 20%
s-chan likelihood 0.19 30fb−1 3σ evidence
|Vtb| : ± 11%(stat+sys)± 4%(theor)
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t t¯ resonances
• Multiple models suggest
resonance structure in
M(t t¯)
• Need full t t¯ reconstruction
• Resolution is an issue
• High pt top is a new
challenge
]2 [GeV/ctt M

















2Z’ : 700  GeV/c
ATLAS Preliminary
]2Mass [GeV/c













-1Expected limit at L= 1 fb
KK gluon theory
ATLAS Preliminary
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Summary
• Rich top physics program at the LHC
• Possibility of BSM effects in top physics
• Huge statistics enables detailed studies
• Most measurements will be systematics limited.
• Measuring the top is an excellent way to validate detector
and offline performance
• Top quarks provide valuable tools to calibrate the
detectors.
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Appendix
Extra slides
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Appendix
ATLAS lepton+jets channel

























































• Lepton pT > 20 GeV, |η| < 2.5
• /ET > 20 GeV
• 4 jets ET > 20 GeV, |η| < 2.5
• Leading jet ET > 40 GeV
• Top: 3 jets with max ∑~pT
• |Mjj −MW | < 10 GeV
Result for 100pb−1, e + µ
∆σ/σ = ± 3(stat)± 16(sys) ± 3(pdf)± 5(lumi) %
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Appendix
“Single top in theory” details
• FCNC:
Z -t-c vertex |κZtc | = 1
• 4 generations:
|Vts| = 0.55, |Vtb| = 0.835
• Top Flavor:
M ′Z = TeV, sin
2 φ = 0.05
• π+t : Top Color
top-quark pion
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tW (1 + 4FL)
σs = σ
0
s (1 + 4FL + 19.69G4f )
σt = σ
0
t (1 + 4FL − 3.06G4f )
(Phys Lett B658:50, 2007)
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